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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the tests performed by the
Shroud of Turin Research Proje c t on the Turin
Shroud in October of 1978. The major findings of
the project as they pertain to our understanding
of the chemical make-up of the various stains and
images on the Shroud are briefly described. Also
presented are some .of the results of laboratory
studies that attempted to simulate these stains
and images on the Shroud. The paper is meant to
provide the reader with th e . b a ckgro~nd nec~ssa:y
to place the remaining pape rs of this session in
proper context.
INTRODUCTION

the papers which follow in this s e ssion.
THE SHROUD
If I were delivering this paper five years a go
it would be necessary for me to give a long introductory expose on the Shroud of Turin; today, however,
th e re ar e few who are not at l e a s t somewhat familiar
with the subject. Un f ortunat e ly, most have become
familiar with it through the popular media, and this
avenu e is inundated with misinfo r mation.
The Shroud of Turin i s a pi e c e of old herri ng -bone we ave line n measuring appr oximat e ly 4.4 x . 1.1 m. On
one side of the linen is a n image of the front and
back o f a man layed out head to he ad at approxima t e ly
th e c enter of the cloth with e ach body image extending
out fo r approximately 1.8 m in .opposite directions.
Bec aus e you will be seeing numerous photographs o f ' the
Shroud, I need not pictur e it he re. Markings overlay ing these body images portr ay wounds that correlate
with those attributed to the . scour g ing and cruci f ixion
of J e sus of Nazareth. The over a ll appearance of th e
cloth has led to the traditio nal i nterpretation that
it i s the burial cloth of J es us.

Before I start the main task of this paper,
I would like to make a few prefatory comnients. No
one who has been driven by curiosity to investigate
th e Shroud of Turin and has chosen to congeal into,
and remain with, a group of r e s e archers calling
themselves the Shroud of Tur i n Research Project
(STURP) has remained unscathe d. Be cause of the
unpr ec ~ dented flood of interest by the public,
our work and the object which we study have become
a me dia mania and th e t e sting which took place in
Our stud y of this cloth was f ar from the first (1)
Octobe r of 1978 has be come an aft e r-the-fact
and one fi nds in the early lite ratur e results o f studies
media event. The group was unpr e pared for this
which speak to the compl exitie s of this object. Let
kind of attention and we s oon f ound ourselves pawns
me summarize these complexitie s with a series of quesin the hands of the press. We have been quoted on
ti ons. Why does the image look more convincing as a
int e rmediate stages of thou ght with our careful
photographic negative ? Why is th e anatomical detail
· disclaimers conveniently left off, and, even more
fre e of error? Why is the image unaf.fected by expoannoying and more ·often th£ case, we have been missure to water and elevat ed t emp e ratures? What is the ·
quot e d. We have. also had two me.~bers ?f STUR~
chemical nature of the image /ima ges on the cloth?
l e ave the group and begin reporting things which ,
What is the ·physical nature of th e image/images on the
' are not upported by the dat a and which the group
cloth? What formed the image /images? How old is th e
a s a wh ole does not beli eve. To th e se we may attrib.
c l o th? In fact, many of thes e questions are interut e the stories that the Shroud exhibits proof of
relat e d. But notice that th e re is one question c onspicthe resurre 9tion of Jesus; this is absolutely untrue.
uous by its absence: is the Shroud of Turin th e :
To anothe r,/we may attribute the r e port that the
,
burial cloth of Jesus? I did not list this question
Shroud i,,S' simply and obviously a painting; while
with the others becaus e this is one question that
many of us would have well prefe rr e d it to be so,
science cannot answer exc e pt in a ne gative way. If th e
the data does not allow this ,simpl e an explanation.
· Shr oud were a painting, a s an example of many statements
The truth of what we found lies at neither of these
which could be made, it c~uld not be the burial cloth
extremes. Despite these annoyances, our record is
of Jesus, but I know of no scientific test which
one in which we can take pride , because the group
would prove that the image is of Jesus. Nevertheless,
as a whole has adhered to · th e acc.epted method of
it is this ·question that is r e sponsible for the interest
reporting scientific findings; we have a long record
in the Shroud.
of publications in the scientific press. Today we
continue this method of respo nsible reporting by
Of all th£ questions I listed above the question
choosi ng this forum as appropriate for presenting
of a ge comes closest to be ing th e definitive one. Unour interpretations of the photographic imagery
fortunately this is a question we have not been abl e to
of the Shroud.
addr e ss for a number of reasons which are ·not worth
me ntioning here. This qu estion, however, is an imperThis paper ; is not intended as a definative work, ative one, and a carbon-14 date must be performed bebut rather a means of giving some background inforfore we would recommend further serious study of the
mation to enable ,t;he reader to be tter apprecia,te
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Shroud. As to the rest of the questions, we have
covered these · in some detail to varying degr e es of
success. Some of this work will be reported here
today.
TESTING AND CHEMICAL RESULTS
An overview of the direct tests performed by
STURP on the Shroud in October of 1978 can be
found in more detail elsewhere (2). These tests
included Photography, optical and UV reflectance and
fluorescent spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy and
thermography, X-radiography, X-ray fluorescence,
and chemical analysis. The photography experiment
will be detailed in a paper in this session (3).
The optical-spectrographic studies are detailed
in references (4) and (5). The IR studies are detailed
in ref e rence ~). Details of the X-radiographic study
can be found in reference CJ). The X-ray fluorescence study is detailed in reference (8). Finally,
details of the chemical study can be found in
references (9) and 0.0).

Figure 1.

Photomicrograph of laboratory simulation by Pellicori (-40X). Arrows point
Ult placement of image on thread which
matches Shroud body-only image.

Before leaving the subject of image chemistry
let me address the widely publicized theory that the
images on the Shroud are simply painted. This theory
is reported in some detail in references (15), (16)
and (17). These papers propose that the blood images
and the body images are made up of essentially the
same substance, a ge latin-based paint whose pigment
consists of iron oxides and mercuric sulfide (iron
earths and vermilion). On the fac e of it this report
is in direct contradiction with our findings. While
this is not quite true, it is true that the painting
hypothesis finds contradiction with even the earliest
of the technique-and-result papers and is not supported by our chemical studies. Fortunately, it
We find the following explanation of the
does not require an in depth study of the STURP
chemical make up of the stains/images to be the
papers to find fault with this painting hypothesis.
most consistent with all the findings. First
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the same area of the Shroud
there are two distinctly different kinds of images
from three different perspectives. The first,
forming the body/wound image complex. These may
Figure 2, shows a normal reflectance photograph of the
be grouped into body-only images and blood images.
side-wound area of the Shroud. Shown in the figure
We find the blood to be blood (9), (10). The bodyare patches, burn marks and fire damage, and, most
only image at first seemed quite mysterious; we
importantly, a heavy blood flow area and two water
found it to be not due to added material (i.e.,
stains. Figure 3 shows the same area in a transno trace of material sufficient to explain the
mission photograph, that is to say, a normal photopresence of the image is now present on the cloth),
graph taken of the Shroud lit from the back. These water
but'rather to a discoloration of the surface fibrils
stains are typical of many on the Shroud. We have
of th~\linen thread itself--discoloration by an ox,ichemically tested these areas and find them rich in
dation process chemically similar to natural low- · .
calcium and iron and, in particular, rich in very
tempera~ure aging (decomposition). Our laboratory
simulations have removed some of this mystery,
pure Fe203; in other words, these water stains are not
for we~ ind that almost anything from simple stretchuntypical of common iron- and calcium-rich hard water
ing ):'o perspiration will cause linen to decompose
stains•' In addition, the visable appearance of the
and discolor more rapidly than the undisturbed linwater stains is enhanced by organic debris from the
en (11). We have even been able to duplicate the
fire damaged area of the cloth (14), (18). The X-ray
image of Figure 4 is an absorption image. This
chemistry and microscopic appearance of the image
by simple contact (see Figure 1). These laboratory
image is a direct consequence of areal density. The
heavier the atomic weight, the more absorption and the
simulations have led some in STURP to believe
that the mechanism for the placement of the image
li ghter the X-ray. From the first two figures it is
clear that the blood stain is both darker and denser
on the cloth was some sort of contact transfer.
than the water stains. If the blood image were the
These results, however, have not been wholely satisresult of iron oxide and mercuric sulfide it would show
fying because of one of the characteristics of the
up far more distinctly on the X-ray than the water
image. This characteristic is the subject of one of
the papers which will be pr<fsented in this session (12). stains, but quite the opposite is true. As reported
in reference (.7), we were unable to see any of the
That paper will establish that information encoded
blood marks in any of the . X-rays, further, all the
into the various shading densities of the image
water stains showed up in the X-rays. Thus, Figure 4
correlate with the distance one would expect to find
represents only one of many examples why the theory of
between a cloth and a body if the cloth were draped
over that body.
references ( 15), · ( 16) and ( 17) cannot be vi ab le.
In addition to these technique-and-result
type papers, a number of laboratory simulations
have been carried out to simulate what we found
on the Shroud. Details of some of these can be
found in reference (11) and in a paper to be
presented in this session (12). Still other papers
have attempted to synthesize the various findings
to, in one case, address possible causes of the
image (13), and, in another, formulate our best
explanation of the chemical make up of the various
stains and images on the Shroud (14).
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findings. The placement of the image on the Shroud,
as will be addressed in a paper of this session (19),
and the apparent cloth-distance information encoded in
the de nsity patterns of the image suggest that the
cloth enveloped a human-body shape at th e time the
image transfer took place. The presence of blood on
the image and the accuracy of both th e anatomical det a il and the medical forensic studies (20) sugge st that
this human-body shape was an actual human body. Our
laboratory simulations have shown that natural body
exudations can produce the chemistry we find on the
cloth, but the cloth-body di s tance information pres ent
in the image has ye t to be explained.

Figure 2.

Refl ectance photograph of side-wound
area: (l)Patches;(2)Burns and Fire
Damage;(3)Blood Flow:(4)Water Stains.

Figure 3.

Does this mean the Shroud is authentic in the
sense that it is the burial c loth of Jesus? The
truth is that this does not mean that the Shroud is
a uthentic, but neither does it mean that it is not
authentic. The qu e stion of the Shroud's age seems
more imperative now than ever before. All on the proj e ct have desper ately wanted to know this date so that
we mi ght f ee l more secure in our findings. This luxury
we have not been fortun a te e nou gh to have be en given.
I feel certain, however, that this date will not long
r emain unavailable. Recent advances in Carbon-14 dating
techniques now make it possible to date a very small
sample. The question is no longe r if the Shroud will
be dated, but rathe r, when the Shroud will b e dated.
The ce rtainty that this date will be forthcoming
forced us to be much more thorou gh than we mi ght have
bee n had a date been available to us. We are well
aware of the fact that the date may well not be of
first century origin. Kee p in mind that even a first
century date will not prove authenticity; an incorrect
date, on the otherhand, will not reve rse the suggestion
that the cloth enfolded a dead body, but it will swiftly
and decisively disprove its claim to being the burial
cloth of J e sus.

Transmission Photograph of SideWound Area.

SESSION OVERVIEW
I n addition to those men tioned in the body of this
paper, this session contains two additional papers.
The fi r st of these describe s the test documentation me thod
used at the time of the 1978 testing and pres ents details
of test locations of a numbe r of experiments for which
this detail has hitherto be e n absent (21). The
second presents a brief overview of the image analysis
work done at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (2 2).
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X-ray of Side-Wound Area, Arrows
point out Water Stain.
CONCLUSIONS

What conclusions can be drawn from all this
as they pertain to the question of authenticity?
For one, the notion that the Shroud is a simple
painting must be dismissed. More than this cannot
be said with any certainty; however, there are some
things which seem to logically follow from our
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